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1 Introduction

This paper presents a truck routing and scheduling problem faced by a public works company. It consists of optimizing the collection and delivery of materials between sites, using a heterogeneous fleet of vehicles. These flows of materials arise in levelling works and construction of roads networks. As the quantity of demands usually exceeds the capacity of a truck, several trucks are needed to fulfill them. As a result, demands are split into full truckloads. A set of trucks routes are needed to serve a set of demands sharing a set of resources, available at pickup or delivery sites, which can be loaders or asphalt finishers in our application cases. Thus, these routes need to be synchronized at each resource. We propose an Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search (ALNS) to solve this problem. This approach is evaluated on real instances from a public work company in France.

2 Problem statement

We consider an operational transportation problem for daily transport demands. Materials are shipped directly from source sites to destination sites. According to the capacity of the heterogeneous fleet of trucks and because mixing products in a truck is not allowed, all transports in our application are considered as full truckloads. An elementary transport of one material with one truck is called a request. Several full truckload requests have to be served by a set of heterogeneous vehicles routes to fully satisfy a demand. Trucks with various capacities are used, therefore the number of requests needed to satisfy a demand is not known before solving.

We distinguish two kinds of demands that are subject to two kinds of resource synchronization constraints. \textit{Scheduled demands} are synchronized with route construction and have to be delivered starting from a given time without interruption. On the contrary, \textit{unscheduled demands} are planned along a time period with more flexibility according to wide time windows. The service of demands sharing the same resource cannot overlap. Each resource can carry out only one operation at a time.
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(unitary capacity). The need to schedule the service of several vehicles on a given resource is called resource synchronization [1]. The optimization problem consists of designing a set of minimum cost routes to fulfill the demands, satisfying capacities and resource synchronization constraints.

A two-phase method algorithm is proposed in [3] to address this problem. The first phase splits demands into full truckload transportation requests while the second phase constructs a set of routes of minimum cost using a routing and scheduling heuristic. This paper focus on solving the vehicle routing problem.

3 Problem formulation

The quantity of products of a demand \( n \in N \) is denoted by \( q_n \). Each request \( r \in R \) has a pickup point \( p_r \) and a delivery point \( d_r \). The set of pickup points is denoted by \( P \) and the set of delivery points \( D \). The service (pickup or delivery) at a point \( i \in P \cup D \) must start within the time window \([e_i, l_i]\). The duration of the service at a point \( i \in P \cup D \) is denoted \( s_i \). A truck \( k \in K \) has a capacity \( Q^k \). The cost of using arc \((i, j)\) by truck \( k \) is denoted by \( c_{ij}^k \). The considered horizon time is a day. The time at which vertex \( i \) is served is denoted by \( h_i \). A truck is allowed to arrive at vertex \( i \) before the start of the vertex time windows, in this case, it has to wait before starting the service.

The problem consists of assigning each request \( r \) to a compatible truck \( k \), designing the routes of the trucks in order to satisfy synchronization on resources and the time windows for each request. The objective is to minimize the cost function which includes a fixed cost per vehicle, a cost of the duration of routes and a distance-traveled cost. This problem is referred as a Full Truckload Pickup and Delivery Problem with Resource Synchronization (FT-PDP-RS). A similar problem, dealing with the delivery of ready mix concrete, has been discussed in [8] and solved with a hybrid approach relying on Variable Neighborhood Search. A representation of the studied problem and its solution is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: This figure illustrates the problem and the solution for two scheduled requests 1 and 2 and one unscheduled request 3. Two trucks \( k_1 \) in solid line and \( k_2 \) in dashed line visit requests starting and finishing at theirs depots. Synchronized pickups of requests 1 and 2 are sharing resource A with delivery of request 3. Synchronized deliveries of request 1 and 2 are sharing resource B with pickup of request 3. Note that truck \( k_1 \) has to wait for the completion of the delivery of request 2 before starting the pickup of request 3.

4 Optimization approach

A metaheuristic based on Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search (ALNS) is proposed to solve the FT-PDP-RS. This metaheuristic uses competitive destroy and repair operators to improve the incumbent
solution. ALNS has been introduced in [6].

ALNS uses iteratively destroy operators that removes requests from the routes and repair operators that re-insert these requests. An adaptive layer selects the best operators among a number of destroy and repair operators to improve a solution according to their past performance. An acceptance criteria from simulated annealing is used to accept a better solution and escape from local minimum. The algorithm stops when a given number of iterations has been reached. The following paragraphs present the characteristics of these operators and the feasibility evaluation of a solution.

4.1 Destroy and Repair operators

Our algorithm implements destroy operators that remove requests from routes and resources. The global framework of these operators is to remove a number $q$ of requests. Removed requests are stored in a request bank. Classical destroy operators from the literature have been implemented. Random Destroy Operator simply removes $q$ requests randomly. Worst Destroy Operator removes $q$ requests that cause the biggest detour, see [6]. Distance-related Destroy Operator is inspired from the heuristic proposed by [9] and adapted in [6]. For each requests pair $i$ and $j$, this operator evaluates the relatedness $r_{ij}^{\text{dist}} = \frac{1}{2}(d_{p,i} + d_{p,j})$. It removes a set of requests that are closed to each other. Time-related Destroy Operator removes requests served around the same time using relatedness $r_{ij}^{\text{time}} = |h_{p,i} - h_{p,j}| + |h_{d,i} - h_{d,j}|$. Moreover, problem specific operators have been implemented. Route Destroy Operator selects randomly a route and removes all of its requests. Resource Destroy Operator selects randomly a resource and removes all of its requests. The expected advantage of the resource removal is to reorder in a better way the requests sharing the same resource.

Repair operators are specific to our problem. Because the problem deals with resource synchronization, requests have to be inserted both in routes and on resources. We develop a general insertion heuristic which embed the selection of a request to insert, an operator to insert in routes, an operator to insert on resources. The insertion on a route is always performed before the insertion on a resource. Cheapest Insertion inserts a request that generates the smallest increases in distance. Earliest Truck Appending inserts a request at the end of the route that implies the earliest service time among all possible routes. On resources, we propose two operations to schedule requests. Earliest feasible schedules a request at its earliest feasible time on a resource while Latest Feasible schedules a request at its latest feasible position time. The main criterion for insertion is to minimize the increase of distance.

4.2 Feasibility of the solution

The consideration of the synchronization between resources introduces new challenges. A large number of routes are linked due to synchronization of requests in routes and resources. Inserting a request on a solution may impact the feasibility of the time windows of its successors in both routes and resources. To control the feasibility, the forward time slack $F_i$ at vertex $i$, which represents the amount of time the beginning of service can be postponed without violating the feasibility of the solution, from [7] have been extended for the Pickup and Delivery of Transfers (PDPT) in [5] and extended to the Two-Echelon Multiple-Trip Vehicle Routing Problem with Satellite Synchronization in [2]. Based on the previous work, we develop an algorithm to check in constant time the feasibility of the insertion of a request in a solution with respect to all temporal constraints.
5 Conclusion

The proposed algorithm is tested on real instances from the literature and on real case instances from a public work company. Our algorithm improves solutions from [4]. The associated numerical experiments will be presented on the conference. The algorithm is currently being integrated in a more global decision support system designed for a public work company.
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